
Table of Parts used with the WA BIO Indirect

Bio Indirect Battery Pack Power Supply/Charger          Wall/desk Unit

12000* 74101** 74180 charger**/ 74190 power supply** 74140**

12500*** 74201** 74280 charger**/ 74290 power supply** 74240**

12500*** 74301*** 74390 charger/power supply*** 74340***

*    The 12000 can be made to plug into the current battery pack, or wall/ desk power source by changing the 
     cord and connector assembly, part number 120110-503. Because of other feature changes,
     this does not make a 12000 bio a 12500 bio. 

**   These parts with the exception of number 74180 are obsolete. Part number 74180 is still used to 
      charge the lumi view battery.

***  These parts are currently in use. 

Notes:
1.   It is not feasible to change a 74101 or a 74201 battery pack to a 74301 battery pack.
      Nor is it feasible to change a 74140 or 74240 to a 74340.

2.   Changing a 74290 to a 74390 is not possible.

3.   If a 74190 or 74290 is changed to a 74390, the battery pack must be changed to a 74301. 
     Also, if a 74190 or 74290 is changed to a 74390, the wall/ desk unit must be changed to a 74340. 
     Note: The power supply and wall/desk unit part numbers are 74390 and 74340 respectivly.
     However, part number 74350 includes the correct power supply and wall/desk unit. 
     Also note that in part number (74350), the power supply (74390) is listed as p/n 74090. 

     The reverse also holds true. Meaning a new wall/ desk power source or a new battery pack
     necessitates a new power supply.

4.   Part numbers 74180 and 74280 are no longer in use. See ** above concerning p/n 74180.   

5.  The power supply, part number 74390, can charge the battery and run the bio indirect.
     Meaning that if the battery is dead, the bio indirect can still be used while the battery gets charged. 




